
Technology Highlights

Mixed Architecture 
8 Base Stations working at Distributed mode for data locally transfer without having to route through 

the central infrastructure, and the rest Base Stations at Centralized mode.

No single point failure 
Full redundancy for Base Station (power, carrier, controller), switch center, NMS, telephone, data 

recording and link connection.

With following 3-year total turn-key project for establishing a TETRA based Radio System, Hytera will 

be involved in planning, designing, supplying, delivery of equipment and material to site, installation, 

testing, commissioning, training, system integration services and long term maintenance. 

By remote monitoring distribution power grid, Hytera ACCESSNET-T IP system can help to save 

manpower, and shorten power recovery time from hours to minutes. The control centre can dispatch 

the closest unit to respond to urgent needs and the person location system for mobile patrol teams 

ensures personnel safety in remote areas. Integrated with the power company’s power grid 

SCADA/control room, the engineer can now simply send resume signal to the overhead lines’ 

controller unit to restore the power supply.

• Fast locating problem section of overhead line

• Shorten linesmen’s time in fault location

• Efficient fault repair and better crew safety

• TETRA data for SCADA communication

• Remote adjust supply network for fast restoration

• Susceptible to severe weather conditions like typhoons and lightning

• Voice services for maintenance personnel 

• Enhanced operations' efficiency so as to serve our customers with better effectiveness

Benefits of Hytera ACCESSNET-T IP 

Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd. Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd.
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With various systems like SCADA, DAS, ARM and DTMS, Kepco monitors and controls on-site 
equipments to deliver functions such as data acquisition, equipment control, measurement, 
configuration and signal alarm so as to construct a smart digital grid. At the same time, a TETRA 
communications network, the largest one in Korea, was established by Kepco to ensure timely, 
secure and effective data transmission. 107 stations have been set up so far to support the 
transmission of data in the electric system.

Kepco hopes, in the course of transmission, that the TETRA MODEM could be used as the medium to 
transmit various high-capacity data to the control center timely, effectively, and safely; and the 
requirements for this are as follows:

1. SDS and PD are mainly used  to transmit the data of different electric systems.

2. The products should work under stable performance for a long period of time due to the data is for 
electric power network real time monitoring. 

3. High timeliness is required as a result of the two-way transmission of data. If the data feedback is 
not processed in time, the data will be re-transmitted, which shall break the data transmission order 
and lead to errors like data loss.

4. The devices are required to be integrated with the electric equipments for the purpose of better 
deployment and implementation.

Customer Requirements

Background
Korea Electric Power Corporation (Kepco), as the only state-owned power company in South Korea, 

was established in 1898 with more than 19,000 staff in total and an annual turnover of $87 billion. 

Kepco is committed to developing electric power resource. Taking electricity transmission, 

distribution and sales as its main businesses, Kepco contributes a lot to the development of Korean 

economy with stable electricity production and supply. The company serves not only Korean 

customers, but also global ones with the establishment of overseas offices in Beijing, Hong Kong, 

Paris, New York and so on.

User
Korea Electric Power Corporation

Market segment
Power Supply

Project time
2011

Product
PBT580H  TETRA data transmission equipment  

Korea Electric Power Corporation
Enhances Data Transmission with Hytera TETRA Solution
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Voice from Customer

Solution from Hytera 
According to the detailed analysis of the customer’s requirements, Hytera proposed a professional 

wireless communications solution for the project.

1. Address customer’s requirements on software/hardware applications. 

When the MODEM is to be used in electric system, the primary challenge is its compatibility with 

data format and electric equipments. WOORI, Hytera dealer in Korea and also the supplier of electric 

communication device PAD, had improved the PAD product to make it compatible with Hytera 

MODEM products, thus the hardware compatibility had been realized.

Morever, Hytera, in collaboration with WOORI, solved the problem of rapid response and stable data 

transmission for the client by optimizing the SDS and PD process after many tests and discussions.

2. Efficient and stable device with excellent performance to guarantee system operation. 

The data transmission solution offered by Hytera to Kepco has passed strict tests and trials. It can 

respond rapidly to the requirements of data scheduling and process the various complicated data 

transmissions in a safe and stable manner. Thus, the monitoring and control of on-site equipments 

can be ensured, which provides a stable and effective platform for data acquisition, equipment 

control, measurement, configuration and alarm for the vast array of different signals.

3. Rapid response and first-class service has earned customer’s trust. 

During the development and implementation of the entire project, Hytera has always responded 

timely to the requirements from customer in each phase and considered more ahead of the 

customer from R&D to service.

WOORI Information Technology Co.,Ltd

# 173-1, Bangchuk - Ri,Gwangtan- Myeon, Paju- City,Gyunggi- Do, KOREA

TEL: +82-31-946-0001  FAX: +82-31-946-1220         www.wooriinfor.com

“Hytera TETRA solution has perfectly met the strict requirements on speed and stability of the data 

transmissions in our grid. The system, which is robust and well adaptive to the environment, has been 

highly recognized by our superiors. Currently, we are planning to expand its application in Korea 

electric grid and wishing there are further chances to cooperate with Hytera in more areas."

                                               —— WOORI Information Technology Co.,Ltd

Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd. Hytera Communications Corp., Ltd.
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Abha Municipality, KSA
Smooth Migration from Analogue to Digital Communication

User
Abha Municipality, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Market segment
Municipality

Project time
2016

Products
RD98X Repeater
PD68XG Portable Radio
MD78XG Mobile Radio

Solution features
Smooth migration from analogue to digital

Background

Abha (Arabic: أبھاýýAbhā) is the capital of Asir province in Saudi Arabia. It is situated 2,200 meters 

above sea level in the fertile mountains of south-western Saudi Arabia, near Asir National Park. Abha's 

mild climate makes it a popular tourist destination for Saudis.

Abha Municipality owns an analogue conventional system including 300 pieces of VHF analogue 

radios (handheld and mobile) working under repeater mode. Updated with the latest radio 

technology, the telecommunication department of Abha knows the trend is digital, yet can only 

gradually phase out the analogue radios as two thirds of them are relatively new. Thus a smooth 

migration plan is necessary to avoid the wasting of the legacy system.

Challenge
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After strict evaluation and test, Abha Municipality finally chose Hytera DMR Conventional Solution. At 

the first phase 100 terminals and 1 repeater were installed working under Analogue model, 

peacefully co-existing and efficiently working with the remaining terminals. The remaining 200 

terminals will be gradually replaced with Hytera DMR radios in the next two years, by which time all 

the radios and repeaters will be switched to digital model, doubling the channel efficiency and 

adding more features and benefit to the system and users like crystal clear voice, longer working 

hours, visualized dispatching and voice recording(Smart Dispatch).

Solution

MD78X

RD98X

PD68X
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